THE INDUSTRY LEADER IN SUPPLying FLAMELESS, PORTABLE HEAt GENERATING UNITS.
We provide breathable flameless heat solutions for multiple applications. Our equipment will provide you with a safe and reliable solution to overcome extreme climate challenges.

1-855-350-4328
ARTICTHERM.COM

0.4 MM BTU MOBILE GLYCOL
Our Glycol Heater is great for ground thawing, frost prevention and concrete curing. This unit features high heat/no fluid flow shutdowns, and dual 5/8” hose on hose reels.

RENTAL ATTACHMENTS
- Flex Ducts
- Y Connectors
- Connectors
- Register Adapter
- Insulated Tarps

BLOWER TRAILER
Self Contained and Portable, the Blower Trailer is EUB approved and can work up to 7m from a wellhead to distribute green breathable air.

ATI 500
- 77°C / 171°F
- 600,000 BTU’s
- 6,000 Cubic FT / Min
- 19L/HR
- Fuel Capacity: 757L
*Rated 94% efficient.

ATI 900 TA
- 82°C / 180°F
- 1,200,000 BTU’s
- 7,200 Cubic FT / Min
- 33 L/HR
- Fuel Capacity: 909L
*Rated 94% efficient.

VISIT ARTICTHERM.COM
The ATI 2500 is a self contained portable unit. It's used in pipeline thermal expansion and coating curing, construction sites, equipment and ground thawing, emergency and facility heating, well-head & B.O.P heating, de-humidifying / drying and concrete curing.

ATI – 2500

Indirect Diesel Fired Portable Heater. This self-contained generator / trailer, is ideal for applications where portable heat and a generator are needed. 500,000 BTU/HR of clean, dry heat. All parts have easy access for quick service and routine maintenance, design to withstand the toughest climate conditions.

IDF500 HEATER

Arctic Therm’s Electronic Data Recorder monitors the air in pipes, tanks and other vessels, providing real-time data of the temperature and dew point levels. Data is transmitted back to the main gateway where it is monitored with Warrior Logging software.

ELECTRONIC DATA RECORDING

The ATI 1200 is a self contained portable unit. It's used in pipeline thermal expansion and coating curing, construction sites, equipment and ground thawing, emergency and facility heating, well-head & B.O.P heating, de-humidifying / drying and concrete curing.

ATI – 1200

CHILLER – 65KW GEN

Self contained and portable, our chiller will create fresh cool air that contains no contaminants or moisture.

1.0 MM BTU MOBILE GLYCOL HEATER

This unit requires no dangerous chemicals and is environmentally friendly. Perfect for well heating, p-tank heating and so much more. Glycol Heaters do not require ABSA certification and can compete with boilers at cheaper rates.

CALL 1-855-350-HEAT TODAY

CALL 1-855-350-HEAT TODAY

CALL 1-855-350-HEAT TODAY
Hart Oilfield prides itself on customer service. We employ a team of journeyman heavy-duty mechanics, plumbers, certified scaffolders and service technicians. Our fleet is inspected continuously for quality and safety. With 6 branches in Alberta and B.C., we are there for you.

**COMBO SEWAGE TREATMENT SYSTEM**
Treat wastewater onsite using microfiltration plate technology. Municipal Affairs Variance approved and ready for those remote or long term sites.

**COMBO SCISSOR GENERATOR**
A scissor mast for enhanced safety with 10 - 1000watt lights on a 2 tier 360 degree mount and the 60kW generator with 1000L fuel tank make this a powerful but compact addition to any site.

**COMBO WATER TANK**
A 3000gal storage and distribution system ensures there is plenty of water available for use. Low level alarm and outdoor light level gauge make a quick glance check easy.

**COMBO SEWER TANK**
Store wastewater onsite in this 3000gal tank, heated and alarmed with easy access vac truck outlets.

**COMBO SCISSOR LIGHT STAND**
A stand alone stadium tower with a scissor mast and 10 - 1000 watt lights for lighting up those extended reach areas, two can be hauled to site on the CSLSB base.

**COMBO WASH CAR**
These portable bathrooms ensure you have a dedicated heated and hot water washroom available on site. Separate ‘Men’ & ‘Women’ entrances.

Hart Oilfield prides itself on customer service. We employ a team of journeyman heavy-duty mechanics, plumbers, certified scaffolders and service technicians. Our fleet is inspected continuously for quality and safety. With 6 branches in Alberta and B.C., we are there for you.

**HART OILFIELD RENTALS**

**310-HART**

**HARTOIL.COM**

**LT – LED LIGHT TOWER**
Hydraulic mast with 6 LED lights, increased safety and performance. Metal Halide models also available.

**COMBO SCISSOR GENERATOR**
A scissor mast for enhanced safety with 10 - 1000watt lights on a 2 tier 360 degree mount and the 60kW generator with 1000L fuel tank make this a powerful but compact addition to any site.

**COMBO WASH CAR**
These portable bathrooms ensure you have a dedicated heated and hot water washroom available on site. Separate ‘Men’ & ‘Women’ entrances.

**COMBO SEWER TANK**
Store wastewater onsite in this 3000gal tank, heated and alarmed with easy access vac truck outlets.

**COMBO WATER TANK**
A 3000gal storage and distribution system ensures there is plenty of water available for use. Low level alarm and outdoor light level gauge make a quick glance check easy.

**COMBO SCISSOR LIGHT STAND**
A stand alone stadium tower with a scissor mast and 10 - 1000 watt lights for lighting up those extended reach areas, two can be hauled to site on the CSLSB base.

**VISIT HARTOIL.COM**
COMBO DOUBLE GENERATOR
Featuring two generators for peace of mind in those remote areas, don’t be caught without site power! Multiple plug-ins and an easy to use power transfer switch.

MOBILE COMBO SUPPORT MINI
Power, fuel and lighting can all be found on the Mini Combo Trailer. Use in conjunction with our Office Pull Trailers for quick mobs and de-mobs.

COMBO FUEL STAND
A double use base with fuel storage and a transport slot for our CSLS base. 2000L capacity, pump, meter, ground cable reel, swivel hose reel; fueling is easy and safe!

COMBO FIRE SUPPRESSION
A portable fire first response unit, the enclosure has all needed SRD required equipment and the ATV can be used to reach outward locations with water and fire foam mix.

MOBILE COMBO SUPPORT
All the site services required in one unit; power, fuel, lighting, bathrooms, environmental. Be ready and be mobile, incorporated LED lighting and heated washrooms!

COMBO SCISSOR GENERATOR V2
Power, height, light, compact! 18 - 1500 watt lights on a 3 tier 360 degree mount, 90-120 kW generators and multiple plug-ins make this unit the go to centre of attention.

COMBO FUEL
4700L of fuel, pump, meter, ground cable reel, swivel hose reel; fueling is safe and efficient! Double wall UN tank for full transport.

COMBO GENERATOR
45kW generators with multiple plug-ins and 8 - 1000 watt lights, these version 1 units are ready to work for you!

CALL 310-HART TODAY
PORTABLE LIGHT STAND
A small footprint lighting system to get those smaller hard to reach areas and it even fits in the back of a pickup truck!

LIGHT TOWER
Our standard light towers still feature 6 - 1250watt MH lights. LED versions also available.

EMERGENCY SHOWER
These can be found on our Command Centres, built to code and facilitating your hazardous site requirements.

WELLSITE ACCOMMODATIONS
A variety of layouts including double enders, single enders, executives, meeting command centres. 12 and 14 wide models available, your home away from home with added features and site service from our team.

PULL TRAILER
Built tough and incorporating the standard amenities for your day on the job. Office, medic, meeting yes available.

SITE CAMERA
Monitor your job with remote viewing. The PTZ 18 times zoom lens can be setup with various monitoring options. Motion detection, auto email, and much more.

COMBO SUN LIGHT TOWER
18 - 1500watt lights on a 3 tier 360 degree mount, if you need light, you need the CSLT! 45ft height on our patented scissor mast.

SUN LIGHT TOWER
A 55ft mast with 18 - 1500watt lights. Dedicated power generation and on-board fuel supply. Get that light where you need it!

PORTABLE LIGHT STAND
A small footprint lighting system to get those smaller hard to reach areas and it even fits in the back of a pickup truck!

NEW EQUIPMENT RENTAL GUIDE
VISIT HARTOIL.COM
COMBO MEDIC / SECURITY
This unit can be used as an office, medic post, security post. Washroom, satellite, appliances, couch, medic bed; all the convenience of a standard wellsit in a small package.

HOOK TRUCK & TRAILER
Making transportation to site of our Patented Combo Modules efficient and safe. A speedy setup with no cranes or winches required.

FLAMELESS HEATER
Breathable and adjustable hot air, heat up our wellhead scaffold assemblies or your own structures. Grain drying, concrete drying, so many applications. Hose and line splitters make for increased versatility.

COMBO TRI-SKID
Ideal for a pull trailer or RV, 400gal water and 400gal sewer holding with a 400L propane tank. This unit replaces the need for 3 individual skids.

BIG LIGHT TOWER
A larger capacity portable tower system. 25-45 KW generators on a 32 foot tower with 6-1000 W lights. This unit comes with a 1000 L fuel tank.

FIRE SUPPRESSION WATER
3000gal water storage add additional capacity to our CFIRE module or any other water application. On-board trash pump moves the water where you need it.

COMBO LIGHT STAND
A double stand alone light stand that can be transported together and separated on site, 4 - 1000 watt lights per stand.

FIRE SUPPRESSION TRAILER
A first response fire suppression trailer with required SRD equipment and a 630gal storage tank.

CALL 310-HART TODAY
SCAFFOLDING SERVICES

We use scaffolding for wellhead, facility, construction and any other required application. Scaffolding mats fit around the wellhead and provide a level and stable base for our builds. Taping is flame retardant and allows for an enclosed, lighted and heated space. Available flameless heat, explosion proof string lighting, strobe lighting.

Installed and serviced by our trained and certified scaffolding technicians.

DIESEL TANK

Double wall UN tank for transport, pump, meter, 3000L capacity. Other size available.

3D JOBSITE DESIGN & PLANNING

Using advanced software to draw and manipulate 3D imagery, this planning process decreases setup time and increases site organization saving you on setup and ongoing job costs. Efficient and productive.

RECYCLE OIL BIN

Use alone or attached to our Enviro bin. Oil, rag, and filter barrels with a lockable top lid.

SEWAGE TREATMENT SYSTEM

Our treatment systems are Municipal Affairs Variance approved, 5 - 50 person units. Disposal of wastewater onsite saves on vac truck costs and reduces transport congestion.

WATER TANKS

2400 gal storage and a water distribution system give you onsite storage and supply. Heated and alarmed.

SEWER TANKS

Our Sewer tanks can hold 10 cubic meters of waste, heated and alarmed, with site services for setup and rig-out.

FEATURED
LIFT STATIONS
Move wastewater from the wellsite to the holding tank / treatment system. Solid waste handling and heated boxes keep the fluid moving.

ENVIRO BINS
Hold 25 cubic meters in 3 movable compartments. Side hatches, top lid, and rear dump hatch. Fold-down walkway for easy access.

COMBO GARBAGE
An all in one enviro skid; garbage compactor, filter compactor, used oil storage, recycles storage, dry and heated washrooms, metal bin with a large cable shear. Compact your enviro waste with this unique combo module.

RIGMATS
Build a level and stable surface for equipment or roadways with the use of rig mats.

WALKWAYS
Keep areas in front of wellsites or any other equipment level, firm, and off the ground.

DISTRIBUTION PANEL CART
Distribute site power away from the generator and closer to the needed source. 30 or 60 amp models. Solid foam wheels and easy carry handles.

ENVIRO BIN BATHROOMS
Use on their own or attach to our enviro bins, dry heated washrooms with industrial grade construction ideal for high traffic locations.

CALL 310-HART TODAY
Westar Oilfield Rentals supplies support equipment for the Oil and Gas fields in the Northern British Columbia region. Westar is a highly regarded full-service oilfield site and infrastructure company that fulfills multiple equipment rental needs for a variety of clients.

1-844-4WESTAR  WESTAROILFIELDRENTALS.COM

WELL-SITE ACCOMMODATIONS
Large office and lounge areas, fully-equipped kitchens, full entertainment systems, and air conditioned. 12 FT & 14 FT wide double-ender Well-site Shacks, Super Single Shacks, Medic Shacks, Geo-Lab, Wash-car / Lavatory, Meeting Shacks, Mobile Office trailers.

WASHROOMS
Heated, and Fully Insulated Washrooms. Easily pins onto our Garbage Bins.

FUEL SKIDS
D.O.T. approved fuel tanks. 110 GAL - 1,000 GAL. This unit features an electric pump, meters, and is skid mounted.

GARBAGE BINS
3 compartment (wood, steel, domestic) Bins. This unit is customizable with either an attached Enviro Bin or heated outhouse.

106’ COMMUNICATIONS TOWER
Self supporting and self guying. This means no ground anchors are required.

COMBO SUPPORT UNIT
His / Her washrooms, light mast, 40 K.W generator, garbage bin, and fuel tank (D.O.T. approved for transporting while tank is full). Full "cradle-to-grave" waste tracking.

VISIT WESTAROILFIELDRENTALS.COM
SEPTIC TANKS
Fully insulated with heaters. We have two sizes available, 5 M³ and 20 M³.

STADIUM AND STANDARD LIGHT TOWERS
Full stadium light (16) set-up with a 36 KW Generator. Standard towers include 8 KW - 23 KW light towers with light masts. Available in mobile or skid unit.

GENERATORS
36 KW - 100 KW single and double generators available, in wheeled and skidded unit configurations with light masts.

RIG AND GRATE MATTING
Rig mats help build a level, non-trip surface to park equipment on, keep your site safe and level with the use of rig matting. (20 FT, 40 FT)

SCAFFOLDING SYSTEMS & ENCLOSURE
Customized to any design required for efficiency and safety, erected by certified scaffolders, and inspected every 21 days and tagged accordingly.

TRUCKING SERVICES
Trucking Services for delivery, retrieval of all our rental equipment, and more. We have service trucks capable of pulling any Pull Trailer or Goose-neck Trailer. Whatever you need. We can provide it.

CAMP BINS
30 yard domestic waste bins.

FLAMELESS HEATERS
These flameless heaters assist in pipeline thermal expansion, vessel, tank and pipe drying, curing coatings, facility maintenance, and well-sites.

CALL 1-844-4WESTAR TODAY
WORKING TOGETHER FOR YOU

Enterprise Group of Companies all work together to ensure, big or small, we get the job done right and safely on time. We are strategically located across western Canada to serve you and your project with the highest quality products and services.

For more information, call your closest Enterprise Group member, and let us show you what we can do.

**Enterprise Group Ltd.**
Suite 2 64 Riel Drive
St. Albert, AB.
T8N 4A4

E contact@enterprisegrp.ca
P (780) 418-4400
W enterprisegrp.ca

**Hart Oilfield Rentals**
Box 1870
Rocky Mountain House, AB
T4T 1A7

E info@hartoil.com
P 403 845-2691
F 403 845-7998
W hartoil.com

**Artic Therm International Ltd.**
9502-87th Avenue
Morinville, AB.
T8R 1K6

E info@artictherm.com
P 780 939-3141
F 780 939-7744
W artictherm.com

**Westar Oilfield Rentals Inc.**
11650 MacLean Rd
Fort St John, BC.
V1J 4M7

E info@westaroilfieldrentals.com
P 250 263-9444
F 250 787-9449
W westaroilfieldrentals.com

**BRITISH COLUMBIA**
- WESTAR - Fort St. John
- WESTAR - Pouce Coupe
- ATI - Fort St. John

**ALBERTA**
- ATI - Calgary
- ATI - Grande Prairie
- ATI - Morinville
- HART - Rocky Mountain House
- HART - Drayton Valley
- HART - Whitecourt
- HART - Hinton
- HART - Grande Prairie
- ENTERPRISE GROUP - St. Abert